1. Introduction Fork-join networks consist of a set of service stations that serve job requests simultaneously and sequentially according to pre-designated deterministic precedence constraints. Such networks have many applications in manufacturing and telecommunications [5, 7, 8, 24, 35, 36, 56, 55, 66, 67, 49, 50, 62, 41] , patient flow analysis in healthcare [31, 3, 4, 71, 72] , parallel computing [60, 65, 64, 68, 42] , military deployment operations [34, 70, 1] , and law enforcement systems [38] . Two types of synchronization constraints are of particular interest. One is called exchangeable synchronization (ES) in which tasks are not tagged with a particular job and can be synchronized for a service completion once the necessary tasks are completed. This type of synchronization constraint is often used in manufacturing systems; for example, in many assembly systems, different parts of a product are processed at separate workstations or plant locations and a product will be assembled once all of its necessary parts are completed. In this case, the parts are not tagged with a particular product, since they are standardized for the same type of product. The second type is called non-exchangeable synchronization (NES). Tasks are tagged with a particular job and can only be synchronized when all the parallel tasks of the same job are completed.
Here we focus on the second type of synchronization constraint. We are primarily motivated to study fork-join networks with NES from patient flow analysis in hospitals [3, 4, 31, 71, 72] . For example, as a prerequisite for a doctor examination, all the test results for the same patient must be ready, and they cannot be mixed among different patients. Mixing one patient's blood test result with another patient's cardiology result can lead to severe medical consequences. Forkjoin networks with NES also have applications in parallel computing. For example, a computation job can be split into several tasks processed in parallel (possibly only at some stages) and joined subsequently once these parallel tasks tagged with the same job are completed. Another example Mathematics of Operations Research 00(0), pp. 000-000, c 0000 INFORMS is MapReduce scheduling [16, 64, 68, 42] . In the map phase, jobs are split into parallel tasks and these tasks tagged with the same job are synchronized to be processed in the reduce phase (with additional complicated interactions between those two phases). NES also occurs in some component procurement problems that do not allow mixing between sets of component orders in certain assembly systems [24] .
When there is a single server in each of the parallel service station and the service discipline is first-come-first-served (FCFS), the service completion order is preserved to be the same as the arrival order of tasks in each service station, so that the two types of synchronization constraints are equivalent. However, the arrival order of tasks in each service station can be resequenced at the service completion epochs when the number of servers in a service station is larger than one, or when the service discipline is not FCFS. Resequencing has been one of the most difficult obstacles in the study of fork-join networks. Some limited work has been dedicated to the study of such challenging problems. For example, substantial efforts were dedicated to the study of the maxplus recursions [30, 6, 18] . More recently, Atar et al. [4] have studied a fork-join network with single-server service stations where tasks may reenter for service at some service stations in a Bernoulli scheme so that the arrival orders of tasks at each service station are resequenced after service completion. They show that under a dynamic priority discipline, the system dynamics with NES is asymptotically equivalent to that with ES in the conventional (single-server) heavy-traffic regime. For a Markovian fork-join network with multiple servers, Zviran [72] shows that the system dynamics with NES is also asymptotically equivalent to that with ES in the conventional heavytraffic regime. However, the two types of synchronization constraints lead to very different system dynamics when the service stations have many parallel servers in the Halfin-Whitt regime, as conjectured in [4, 72] . To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to tackle the resequencing problem in non-Markovian fork-join networks with NES and multi-server service stations in the many-server heavy-traffic regimes. We consider a fundamental fork-join network model with a single class of jobs and NES. As depicted in Figure 1 (a), each arriving job is forked into a fixed number of parallel tasks upon arrival and each of the tasks is processed in parallel at a dedicated service station with multiple servers under the FCFS and non-idling service discipline. The parallel tasks of each job have correlated service times. Upon service completion, each task will join a buffer associated with its service station, called "unsynchronized queue", and wait for synchronization, such that each job is synchronized only if all of its tasks have been completed. In this model, in addition to the service dynamics, we are interested in the waiting buffer dynamics for synchronization. One important performance measure is the response time of a job, namely, the time from arrival to synchronization. The response time may also include the time required for the synchronization process, but we do not consider that in this work. The response time includes two delays, waiting time for service and waiting time for synchronization. Since each service station can be regarded as a separate manyserver queue, the waiting time for service has been well understood [45, 63] . However, the waiting time for synchronization, which is our focus in this paper, has not been studied. Specifically, we investigate the waiting buffer dynamics for synchronization jointly with the service dynamics. In this work, we start with the situation when all the service stations operate in the quality-driven (QD) many-server regime. Asymptotically, this is equivalent to a model which has infinite numbers of servers at all service stations.
To describe the system dynamics, we can start with a graphical representation as shown in Figure 1 (b) for a system of two parallel tasks. At each job's arrival epoch, we mark the arrival time on the horizontal line (x-axis) and the service times of two parallel tasks on the vertical line (y-axis). At each time t, by drawing a negative forty-five degree line, we can count the numbers of tasks in each service station and each waiting buffer for synchronization. If both parallel tasks of a job are above the line, both tasks are in service at time t; if both are below the line, the job has been synchronized and left the system; and if one task of a job is above the line and the other is below, the one above is still in service and the one below is already in the buffer waiting for synchronization. When the arrival process is Poisson, we can apply Poisson random measure theory, similarly as in the "physics" of M/GI/∞ queues [22] . It can be shown that at each time t, the numbers of tasks in each service station and each waiting buffer for synchronization all have Poisson distributions and their covariances can also be obtained; see Proposition 2.1. However, when the arrival process is more general, this Poisson random measure approach does not work, and we cannot obtain the exact distributions for these performance measures. Thus, we consider heavy-traffic approximations of the system dynamics when the arrival rate gets large. For that, the graphical representation in Figure 1 (b) also plays an important role; see the system's dynamic equations in §2.
It may appear that the waiting buffer dynamics for synchronization can be obtained by using previous work on infinite-server queues [37] , since the number of tasks in each waiting buffer for synchronization is equal to the number of service completions in that service station minus the number of synchronized jobs. The number of synchronized jobs is equal to the number of service completions in an infinite-server queue with service times having the same distribution as the maximum of the service vector of all parallel tasks. For G/GI/∞ queues, when the arrival process satisfies a functional central limit theorem (FCLT) with a Brownian motion limit, the limiting process of the number of jobs in the system (as well as the number of service completions) in the diffusion scale can be represented as a sum of two independent terms, one as an Ito's integral of the arrival Brownian motion limit and the other as a functional of a standard Kiefer process driven by service times [37] . For the fork-join networks with NES, by applying the results for G/GI/∞ queues, the number of synchronized jobs also has a diffusion limit process represented as a sum of two independent terms, one as an Ito's integral of the arrival Brownian motion limit and the other as a functional of a standard Kiefer process driven by the maximum of the service vector of all parallel tasks. However, the two Kiefer processes driven by the service time at a station and the maximum of the service vector are correlated, and such correlated Kiefer processes have not been studied in the literature. It is very difficult to characterize the performance measures, in particular, the covariances between the number of tasks in service at a station and that in a waiting buffer for synchronization.
Here we develop a new approach to describe the system dynamics. The service dynamics, the waiting buffer dynamics for synchronization and the process counting synchronized jobs are all represented as functionals of the multiparameter sequential empirical process driven by the service vector of all parallel tasks. Their diffusion-scaled processes will converge weakly to limit processes that can be all represented as functionals of two independent processes -the limiting arrival process and the corresponding generalized multiparameter Kiefer process driven by the service vector (Theorem 3.3). When the limiting arrival process is Brownian motion, we show that the aforementioned limiting processes are a multidimensional continuous Gaussian process, and thus characterize the joint transient and stationary distributions of these processes (Theorem 3.4). We also study the impact of the correlation among the service vector upon these distributions; see Corollary 3.1. A numerical example is given to show the effectiveness of our approximations in §3.3.2. We characterize the difference between the mean waiting buffer sizes for synchronization in the two fork-join models with ES and NES constraints; see Proposition 3.1.
There are several advantages with this new approach. It gives a clean and elegant representation of the limiting processes, involving only two independent stochastic processes arising from the arrival and service processes. Moreover, the characterization of the limiting processes as Gaussian and their transient and stationary distributional properties can be easily obtained. We believe that this new approach launches a new framework to study more general fork-join networks, for example, the same model in Figure 1 (a) when all service stations operate in the Halfin-Whitt regime and when the service vectors for parallel service times form a stationary and weakly dependent sequence satisfying strong mixing conditions, and multiclass models with multiple processing stages.
In the development of this approach, we make a fundamental contribution to the study of sequential empirical processes driven by random vectors. Sequential empirical processes driven by a sequence of random vectors and their limits as generalized Kiefer processes have been studied in the statistics literature; see e.g., [54, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20] , but the convergence is proved in the space
and T ≥ 0, endowed with the generalized Skorohod J 1 topology in [48] and [61] . In our setting, it is necessary to prove the convergence in the space
Literature review. Most of the literature on fork-join networks is on models with single-server service stations. We only give a brief summary here on relevant work in heavy traffic. These studies are in the conventional (single-server) heavy-traffic regime. In Varma's dissertation [67] , the diffusionscaled workload processes and unsynchronized queueing processes in some fork-join network models with ES are shown to converge weakly to certain multi-dimensional reflected Brownian motions. The stationary distributions of the system response time and the processes counting the number of tasks in unsynchronized queues are specified by some partial differential equations (PDEs). Nguyen [49] shows the diffusion-scaled processes counting the queue lengths at each service station of a single-class fork-join network model with ES converge to a reflected Brownian motion in a polyhedral cone of the nonnegative orthant. Nguyen [50] discusses the difficult challenges with multiclass fork-join models with ES. As we have noted above, for a fork-join network with feedback and NES, Atar et al. [4] show that a dynamic priority discipline achieves throughput optimality asymptotically in the conventional heavy-traffic regime, as a consequence of the asymptotic equivalence between NES and ES constraints.
Very little work has been done for fork-join networks with multi-server service stations. Ko and Serfozo [35] consider a fork-join network model with a single class of Poisson arrivals and K parallel service stations with multiple servers at each station and exponential service times, and obtain an approximation for the distribution of the system response time in equilibrium under the NES constraint. Dai [15] provides an exact simulation algorithm to approximate the system response time in equilibrium for the same Markovian model in [35] by using a "coupling from the past" method. Zviran [72] studies optimal control of multi-server feedforward fork-join networks with exponential service times in the conventional heavy-traffic regime and shows that FCFS is asymptotically optimal and the resequencing disruption becomes asymptotically negligible. Zaied [71] calculates mean offered-load functions of fork-join networks with NES and multiple processing stages when the arrival process is time-inhomogeneous Poisson and service times for parallel tasks are independent, and studies staffing of time-varying emergency departments and synchronization delays under Markovian assumptions. Both dissertations of Zviran [72] and Zaied [71] are motivated from applications in patient flow analysis. Gurvich and Ward [25] study optimal matching policies for a pure join model (Markovian) with multiple classes of jobs under certain matching constraints.
This work contributes to the recent development for non-Markovian many-server queueing models. We only mention those that are most relevant to our work due to the large volume of papers on many-server models. Krichagina and Puhalskii [37] first observe that the system dynamics of an infinite-server queueing model can be represented by an integral functional of a sequential empirical process driven by service times. They show that the diffusion-scaled processes counting the number of jobs in the system can be approximated by a functional of a standard Kiefer process driven by service times. Pang and Whitt [51, 53] generalize that approach to establish two-parameter process limits for G/G/∞ queues when the service times are i.i.d. and weakly dependent, respectively. Reed [58] and Puhalskii and Reed [57] have observed a relationship between finite-server and infinite-server queues and generalized the approach in [37] to obtain the diffusion limits for G/GI/N queues in the Halfin-Whitt regime. Mandelbaum and Momčilović [46] generalize the approach by Reed [58] to study G/GI/N + GI queues with abandonment in the Halfin-Whitt regime, and Huang et al. [26] study G/M/N + GI queues in an overloaded many-server regime by applying the results in [37] . All these papers use sequential empirical processes driven by a sequence of univariate random variables. Our approach to study fork-join networks with NES uses multiparameter sequential empirical processes driven by a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors and properties of multiparameter processes and martingales. This approach is further developed to study (non-Markovian) many-server fork-join networks in the Halfin-Whitt regime in [44] .
Organization of the Paper
The paper is organized as follows. We finish this section with a summary of notations below. In §2, a detailed description of the model and the assumptions are given. The main results are stated in §3. A new FCLT for multiparameter sequential empirical processes is given in §3.1 and proved in §4. The functional weak law of large numbers (FWLLN) and FCLT for the service and waiting dynamics for synchronization are stated in §3.2 and proved in §6. The Gaussian characterization of the limit processes is stated in §3.3 and proved in §5. We make some concluding remarks and discuss future work in §7. Some additional proofs are given in the appendix §A and §B.
Notation
The following notations are used throughout the paper. R and R + (R d and R d + , respectively) denote sets of real and real non-negative numbers (d-dimensional vectors, respectively, d ≥ 2). N denotes the set of natural numbers. For a, b ∈ R, we denote a ∧ b := min{a, b} and a ∨ b := max{a, b}. For any x ∈ R + , x is used to denote the largest integer less than or equal to x. We use bold letter to denote a vector, e.g., x x x := (x 1 , ..., x d ) ∈ R d . 0 0 0 and e e e denote the vectors whose components are all 0 and 1, respectively. For x ∈ R and e e e ∈ R d , we define xe e e := (x, ..., x) ∈ R d . For x x x,y y y ∈ R d , we denote x x x ≤ y y y, x x x ≥ y y y and x x x > y y y in the componentwise sense, and let x x x ∧ y y y = (x 1 ∧ y 1 , ..., x d ∧ y d ) and x x x ∨ y y y = (x 1 ∨ y 1 , ..., x d ∨ y d ). For x x x,y y y ∈ R d , x x x y y y is used to denote that at lease one component of x x x is strictly greater than the corresponding component of y y y. We use 1(A) to denote the indicator function of a set A. The abbreviation a.s. means almost surely. For any univariate distribution function G, we denote G c := 1 − G. We denote the sets T u u u := {t t t ∈ R
For any set A, we write A c as its complementary set.
All random variables and processes are defined on a common probability space (Ω, F, P ). For any two complete separable metric spaces S 1 and S 2 , we denote S 1 × S 2 as their product space, endowed with the maximum metric, i.e., the maximum of two metrics on S 1 and S 2 . S k is used to represent k-fold product metric space of any complete and separable metric space S for k ∈ N with the maximum metric. For a complete separable metric space S, D([0, ∞), S) denotes the space of all S-valued càdlàg functions on [0, ∞), and is endowed with the Skorohod J 1 topology (see, e.g., [23] ). Let D ≡ D([0, ∞), R). D(T, R) denotes the space of all "continuous from above with limits from below" real-valued functions on T ⊆ R k + for k ≥ 2; see [61, 9, 48] for T = [0, 1] k and [27, 33] 
, we endow it with the metric d k introduced in [61] . The spaces 
Let D ↑ and C ↑ be the subset of functions in D and C which are nondecreasing, respectively. Weak convergence of probability measures µ n to µ will be denoted as µ n ⇒ µ. For any two random variables X 1 and X 2 , we denote X 1 d = X 2 as their equality in distribution. For a sequence of processes {X n : n ≥ 1} and a process X , X n d f −→ X and X n P −→ X denote the convergence in finite-dimensional distributions of X n to X and in probability, respectively.
Model and Assumptions
In this section, we present a detailed description of our model and the assumptions. As shown in Figure 1(a) , there is a single class of jobs, and each job is forked into K parallel tasks, K ≥ 2. Each task is processed in a service station with multiple servers under the FCFS discipline. There is an infinite number of servers at each station. After service completion, each task will join a waiting buffer for synchronization associated with each service station, and when all tasks of the same job are completed, they will be synchronized and leave the system. Here we assume that the synchronization process takes zero amount of time.
Let A := {A(t) : t ≥ 0} be the arrival process of jobs with τ i representing the arrival time of the i th job, i ∈ N. Let {η η η i : i ≥ 1} denote the i.i.d. service time vectors of the parallel tasks. The joint distribution of the service time vector for the i
K } be the maximum of the components in the service vector η η η i , and
(Throughout the paper, we use subscript "m" to index quantities and processes associated with the maximum.) The service process is assumed to be independent of the arrivals. We exclude the case of perfectly positively correlated parallel services since that will lead to empty waiting buffers for synchronization.
Let X k := {X k (t) : t ≥ 0} be the process counting the number of tasks in service at the service station k, and Y k := {Y k (t) : t ≥ 0} be the process counting the number of tasks in the waiting buffer for synchronization (unsynchronized queue) after service completion at service station k, k = 1, ..., K. Let S := {S(t) : t ≥ 0} be the process counting the number of synchronized jobs and D k := {D k (t) : t ≥ 0} be the process counting the number of tasks that have completed service at station k, k = 1, ..., K. Denote X X X :
We assume that the system starts empty.
We first obtain the following properties on the processes X X X(t), Y Y Y (t) and S(t) at each time t ≥ 0 when the arrival process A is Poisson. 
For each time t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K, S(t) is independent of X k (t) and
and Y 2 (t) are independent for each t ≥ 0.
Proof. The results follow from applying Poisson random measure theory and direct calculations, together with an illustrative figure generalizing Figure 1 
When the arrival process A is general, we will obtain heavy-traffic limits for the fluid and diffusion scaled processes of (X X X,Y Y Y , S) jointly. We will let the arrival rate grow large for the system to be in heavy traffic. For that, we consider a sequence of such systems indexed by n and use superscript n for the processes A,X X X,Y Y Y ,D D D, S, and the arrival times {τ i : i ≥ 1}, but we let the service vectors {η η η i : i ≥ 1} and their distribution functions be independent of n. We make the following assumption on the arrival process A n . Assumption 1: FCLT for arrivals. There exist: (i) a continuous nondecreasing deterministic real-valued functionā on [0, ∞) withā(0) = 0 and (ii) a stochastic processÂ with continuous sample paths, such thatÂ
It follows from (2.4) that we have the associated FWLLN
When the arrival process is renewal, the limit in (2.5) isā(t) = λt, for t ≥ 0 and some positive constant λ, and the limit in (2.4) isÂ = λc 2 a B a , where c 2 a is the squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of an interarrival time, and B a is a standard Brownian motion (BM).
We also make a regularity assumption on the joint service-time distribution function F (x x x). Assumption 2: Service time distributions. The joint distribution function F (x x x) of the service time vectors {η η η i : i ∈ N} is continuous. From the graphical representation of the system dynamics in Figure 1(b) , we can write, for each t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K,
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The following balanced equations hold for each t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K,
As we have remarked in the introduction, by previous work on G/GI/∞ queues [37] , each individual process X n k and D n k (resp., S n ) can be represented by an integral of a sequential empirical process driven by a sequence of i.i.d. random variables {η 
. We will represent all the processes X X X n ,Y Y Y n , S n as integrals of a multiparameter sequential empirical processK n := {K n (t,x x x) : t ≥ 0,x x x ∈ R K + } driven by the sequence of service vectors {η η η i : i ≥ 1}:
That is, we write, for t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K,
and
The integrals in (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) are well-defined as a Stieltjes integral for functions of bounded variation as integrators.
Comparison with a fork-join network with ES
We make a comparison with an associated fork-join network with ES. We use superscript "ES" in the corresponding processes for this model. Let the arrival and service processes be the same as the model described above. The only difference is the synchronization constraint. Here tasks are not tagged with a particular job, so that whenever there are tasks completed at all parallel service stations, the oldest completed task at each waiting buffer for synchronization will be synchronized. It is evident that when the arrival process A(t) is Poisson, the processes Y 
Thus, at any time, one of the waiting buffers for synchronization should be empty. It is evident that the processes S n,ES and Y n,ES k , k = 1, ..., K, cannot be represented as a single integral of the multiparameter sequential empirical processK n as in equations (2.15) and (2.14), respectively. We will discuss more on the comparison in §3.3 for the steady-state mean values of the fluid limits of these processes when the arrival rate is constant.
Main Results
In this section, we present the main results of the paper. In §3.1, we state an FCLT for multiparameter sequential empirical processes driven by a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors. In §3.2, we present the FWLLN and FCLT for the fluid and diffusion scaled processes (X X X n ,Y Y Y n ) and S n . In §3.3, we give the Gaussian characterizations of the limit processes. We provide the proofs in § §4-6.
An FCLT for Multiparameter Sequential Empirical Processes
We present an FCLT for multiparameter sequential empirical processesÛ 
where for each i ∈ N, ξ ξ ξ i := (ξ The convergence for the processesÛ
. We remark that this theorem is in the same spirit as Lemma 3.1 in [37] , where an FCLT is proved for the two-parameter processÛ n (t, x) in the univariate case in the space
We generalize that result to the multivariate setting. The proof of the theorem is given in §4.
Theorem 3.1. The multiparameter sequential empirical processesÛ n (t,x x x) defined in (3.1) converge weakly to a continuous Gaussian limit,
where U (t,x x x) is a continuous Gaussian random field with mean function E[U (t,x x x)] = 0 and covariance function
To show the FCLT for the processes (
Theorem 3.1 can be applied to show an FCLT for the processesK n . Define F F F :
. By Sklar's theorem [59] , a multidimensional version of probability integral transformation, for any multivariate distribution function F , there exists a unique multivariate distribution function H F (called "copula", depending on F ) with uniform marginals on
Thus, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the processesK n (t,x x x) converge in distribution:
which implies thatK
FWLLN and FCLT for the processes
is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2 (FWLLN).
Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the fluid-scaled processes converge to deterministic fluid functions,
in D 2K+2 as n → ∞, where the limits are all deterministic functions:ā is the limit in (2.5), for
Whenā(t) = λt for a constant arrival rate λ > 0 and E[η
We define the diffusion scaling of X X X n , Y Y Y n and S n bŷ
We will show the following FCLT for these diffusion-scaled processes. The proof is given in §6. Theorem 3.2 follows immediately from this FCLT and thus its proof is omitted.
Theorem 3.3 (FCLT).
Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the diffusion-scaled processes converge in distribution,
as n → ∞, whereÂ is the limit in (2.4),K is the limit in (3.4), which is independent ofÂ, and for t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K,
The processesM M M 2 ,Ẑ Z Z 2 andV 2 are defined in the mean-square sense; see the precise definitions in Definition 5.1. This is in the same way as the limit process with respect to a standard Kiefer process for the G/GI/∞ queue is defined in [37, 51] . The limit processes are characterized in the next subsection.
Characterization of the Limit Processes
In this section, we show the Gaussian property of the limiting processes (X X X,Ŷ Y Y ) andŜ when the arrival limit process is a Brownian motion. Its proof is given in §5.
Theorem 3.4 (Gaussian Property).
Under Assumptions 1 and 2, when the arrival limit processÂ is a Brownian motion, i.e.,Â(t) = c a B a (ā(t)) for a standard Brownian motion B a , a positive constant c a > 0 and t ≥ 0, the limiting processes (X X X,Ŷ Y Y ) andŜ in Theorem 3.3 are welldefined continuous Gaussian processes. For each t ≥ 0,
where 27) and
When the arrival rate functionā(t) = λt for a positive constant λ > 0,
where for j, k = 1, ..., K,
We make the following remarks on the Gaussian property of the limiting processes.
(i) When we set c 2 a = 1, the variance and covariance formulas coincide with those in the Poisson arrival case in Proposition 2.1.
(ii) When K = 2 and c 2 a = 1, Cov(Ŷ 1 (t),Ŷ 2 (t)) = 0 for t ≥ 0, even if the service times of parallel tasks are correlated, since both terms inside the integral in (3.26) vanish. This can also be explained using Figure 1 (b). In fact, when the arrival process is Poisson and K = 2, using Poisson random measure theory, it is shown in Proposition 2.1 that the unscaled processes Y 1 (t) and Y 2 (t) are independent for each t ≥ 0.
(iii) We emphasize the interesting structure of the variances ofX k andŶ k and their covariances, k = 1, ..., K. Recall that for G/GI/∞ queues [37] , the steady-state variance formula of the number of jobs in the system is given as the sum of two terms, the mean and the coefficient (c 
It turns out that the steady-state variance formula for the number of tasks in the waiting buffer for synchronization has the same structure; for instance, when E[η
.., K, the variance of the steady-state waiting buffer size at the k th service station is
The same structure also exists for the covariances betweenX j andŶ k , as shown in (3.27), for j, k = 1, ..., K.
(iv) The synchronized process does not have a Brownian motion limit, but its limiting process is Gaussian, and has the same variability as the arrival process when the arrival rate is constant, as shown in (3.29) . This can be also explained by regarding the synchronized process as the departure process of a G/GI/∞ queue with the same arrival process and service times as the maximum of the service vectors (see [37, 51] ).
To explore the impact of the correlation among the service times of each job's parallel tasks on the system dynamics, we consider the case when the service vector η η η i has the joint continuous distribution function
with a marginal continuous distribution function G(·), for 0 ≤ ρ < 1, x k ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K. Namely, the service times at the parallel stations have the same distribution, and are symmetrically correlated with a correlation parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1). We state the mean and covariance functions of the performance measures studied above as functions of the parameter ρ in the following corollary. Its proof follows from a direct calculation and is thus omitted.
Corollary 3.1. Under the same assumptions in Theorem 3.4, when the service vector η η η i has the joint distribution function F in (3.33), for each t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K,X k (t) and V ar(X k (t)) are the same as in (3.8) and (3.25), respectively,
We make several remarks on the impact of the correlation ρ among the service vector with distribution (3.33). The mean and the variance of X k (t) are not affected by the correlation, but the covariances of X j (t) and X k (t) increase linearly in ρ for t ≥ 0 and j, k = 1, ...K with j = k, as ρ ↑ 1. The mean of Y k (t) decreases linearly in ρ and the mean of S(t) increases linearly in ρ for t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K, as ρ ↑ 1. The covariances of Y j (t) and Y k (t) decrease nonlinearly in ρ, but the covariances of X j (t) and Y k (t) decrease linearly in ρ for t ≥ 0 and j, k = 1, ...K, as ρ ↑ 1. The variance of S(t) increases nonlinearly in ρ, for t ≥ 0, as ρ ↑ 1. The intuitive interpretation for these observations is that positive correlation makes the parallel tasks more likely to finish close to each other so that the waiting time for synchronization becomes less and more jobs are synchronized. It is also important to emphasize that the covariances of Y j (t) and Y k (t) and the covariances of X j (t) and Y k (t) decrease in different orders in the correlation parameter ρ for t ≥ 0 and j, k = 1, ...K, as ρ ↑ 1. The same observations hold for the associated steady-state performance measures.
Comparing the steady-state mean values with a fork-join network with ES
In §2.1, we have discussed the difference between our model and a fork-join network with ES. In the ES model, the synchronization process S ES can be represented as the minimum of the departure processes from all parallel stations, and these departure processes are dependent due to the correlation of service vector of each job. Thus, we are unable to obtain a distributional approximation of the processes S ES and Y ES k , k = 1, ..., K. However, for each t ≥ 0, by applying the previous results on G/GI/∞ queues [37] , we can obtain the mean values of the fluid limitȲ
Recall that the steady-state mean value of the waiting buffer for synchronization in our model
(∞) for the comparison purpose. It is evident that the average waiting buffer sizes for synchronization under NES constraint are larger than those under ES constraint, even though the total synchronization throughput rates are the same, lim t→∞S ES (t)/t = lim t→∞S N ES (t)/t = λ. We also observe that when the parallel service times are perfectly positively correlated, the differenceȲ
We summarize this comparison result in the following proposition. 
By the extreme value theory, if the service vector has i.i.d. components such that the service time distribution lies in the domain of attraction for Gumbel extremal distribution, then we have
where Z has a Gumbel distribution, and a K and b K are constants depending on K; see Chapter 1 in [40] . The Gumbel distribution has cdf P (Z ≤ z) = e 
For another example, if the service vector has i.i.d. components of a lognormal distribution
where a K and b K are (see Example 1.7.4 of [40] ):
,
Numerical Example
In this section, we provide a numerical example with two parallel tasks (K = 2), comparing our approximations with simulations. We let the arrival process be renewal with arrival rate λ = 100 and the SCV c 2 a = 5. The service times of the two parallel tasks are assumed to be a bivariate Marshall-Olkin hyperexponential distribution, which is a mixture of two independent bivariate Marshall-Olkin exponential distributions [47] . A bivariate MarshallOlkin exponential distribution function F M O (x, y) for the random vector (X, Y) can be written as y) ), x, y ≥ 0, where three parameters µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 12 are such that the two marginals are exponential with rates µ 1 + µ 12 and µ 2 + µ 12 and their correlation ρ o = µ 12 /(µ 1 + µ 2 + µ 12 ) ∈ [0, 1]. We denote M O(λ 1 , λ 2 , ρ o ) for a bivariate MarshallOlkin exponential distribution, where λ 1 and λ 2 are the rates for the marginals, and ρ o is the correlation parameter, for which the parameters
In Table 1 , we show the approximation values for the mean, variance and covariance of X k and Y k , for k = 1, 2, and compare them with the corresponding simulated values, in two casesindependent parallel service times and correlated parallel service times (with correlation coefficient ρ equal to 0.5). In the numerical examples, we take a mixture of M O(4/5, 1, ρ o,1 ) with probability 0.4 and M O(6/5, 6/5, ρ o,2 ) with probability 0.6, such that the means of the two hyperexponential marginals are m s,1 = 1 and m s,2 = 0.9. By setting ρ o,1 = ρ o,2 = 0, we have two independent parallel service times (ρ = 0 in Table 1 ), and by setting ρ o,1 = 0.7 and ρ o,2 = 172/679, we obtain that the correlation coefficient (see the correlation formula in §5.2 [52] ) between the two parallel service times is equal to 0.5 (ρ = 0.5 in Table 1 ).
To estimate the simulated values, we simulated the system up to time 40 with 4000 independent replications starting with an empty system, which we call one experiment. In each replication, we collected data over the time interval [20, 40] and formed the time average (the system tends to be in steady state in less than 5 time units). We conducted 5 independent experiments and took sample averages as estimations for simulated values. To construct the 95% confidence interval (CI), we used Student t-distribution with four degrees of freedom. The halfwidth of the 95% CI is 2.776s 5 / √ 5, where s 5 is the sample deviation. We make several remarks for the numerical example. First, our approximations match very well with the simulated values. Second, the size of waiting buffers for synchronization is quite large, of the same order as the number of tasks in the service stations. Third, we find that when the two parallel tasks are positively correlated, the mean and the variance of X k 's are the same as those in the independent case, while the covariance between X 1 and X 2 gets larger, the mean and the variance and covariances of Y k 's and the covariances between X k and Y j become smaller than those in the independent case, j, k = 1, 2. These are also consistent with the observations in Corollary 3.1. Note that this numerical example is more general than that considered in Corollary 3.1.
Proof of
Theorem 3.1 In this section, we prove Theorem 3.1. We will use properties of multiparameter martingales and multiparameter point processes, which we first review briefly for completeness in § §4.1 and 4.2.
Preliminaries
We will first review the definitions associated with multiparameter martingales; see, e.g., [33] for a more detailed introduction. We will then state the Cairoli's Strong (p, p) inequality, which is an extension of Doob's maximal inequality in the multiparameter setting (see, e.g., Theorem 2.3.2 of §7 in [33] ). For completeness, we will state the result without proof.
Definition 4.1 (Multiparameter Filtration). In a probability space (Ω, G, P ), a collection F := {F t t t : t t t ∈ R K + } is said to be a (K-
Submartingale). Suppose F := {F t t t : t t t ∈ R K + } is a filtration of sub-σ-fields of G in a probability space (Ω, G, P ). A real-valued stochastic process M := {M (t t t) : t t t ∈ R K + } is a multiparameter submartingale with respect to F if (i) M is adapted to F. That is, for all t t t ∈ R
A stochastic process M is a multiparameter supermartingale if −M is a multiparameter submartingale. It is a multiparameter martingale if it is both a multiparameter submartingale and supermartingale.
Definition 4.3 (Separability). A stochastic process X := {X(t t t) : t t t ∈ R K + } is said to be separable if there exists an at most countable collection T ⊂ R K + and a null set N such that for all closed sets C ⊂ R and all open sets I ⊂ R K + of the form I = (α α α,β β β) := {t t t ∈ R K + : α k < t k < β k , k = 1, ..., K}, where α α α = (α 1 , ..., α K ), β β β = (β 1 , ..., β K ) and α k and β k are rational or infinite for
We remark that by Doob's separability theorem (see Theorem 2.2.1 of §5 in [33] ), any stochastic process X := {X(t t t) : t t t ∈ R K + } has a separable modification. Thus, we assume the processes defined in the paper are all separable.
Definition 4.4 (Commuting Filtration
Equivalently, for all s s s,t t t ∈ R K + , given F s s s∧t t t , F s s s and F t t t are conditionally independent (see, e.g., Theorem 2.1.1 of §7 in [33] ).
Recall that a function f : R K + → R is right-continuous (with respect to the partial order ≤) if for all t t t ∈ R K + , lim t t t≤s s s:s s s→t t t f (s s s) = f (t t t). Now we are ready to state the Cairoli's Strong (p, p) inequality. Lemma 4.1 (Cairoli's Strong (p, p) Inequality). If M := {M (t t t) : t t t ∈ R K + } is a separable, nonnegative multiparameter submartingale with respect to a commuting (K-parameter) filtration, and t
t t → E[(M (t t t))
p ] is right-continuous, then for any t t t ∈ R K + and all p > 1,
Compensator of Multiparameter Point Processes
We introduce the compensator of multiparameter point processes. For one-parameter point processes, we refer to Jacod and Shiryaev [29] ( §II.3c), but for multiparameter point processes, we refer to Ivanoff and Merzbach [28] for the introduction of general set-valued point processes and their compensators (pp. 94-95, Theorem 4.5.3). Here we review multiparameter point processes and their compensators, and generalize the proofs in [29] to the multiparameter setting. The proofs are included in the appendix for completeness. We start with multiparameter one-point process 
and N i (t t t) − Λ i (t t t) is a multiparameter martingale with respect to the filtration F i . Moreover,
We next consider the compensator of multiparameter point processes X (t t t), ∈ N, defined by
The following result then follows from Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.4. The compensator of the multiparameter point process X , with respect to the filtration F X := {F X t t t : t t t ∈ R K + }, is given by
where
4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1 In this section, we prove Theorem 3.1. We first introduce a decomposition ofÛ n in (3.1), which has two terms, one as a multiparameter martingale and the other as a process of finite variation. For an integrable function f defined on R K + , we denote ...
K , by the definition ofÛ n (t,x x x) in (3.1),
Thus, (4.2) holds. The fact thatÛ n 0 (t,x x x) is a multiparameter martingale follows from Lemma 4.4 for fixed t ≥ 0.
We remark that in the one-parameter case K = 1, this decomposition is called a semimartingale decomposition for sequential empirical processes (Proposition II.3.36, [29] ), and the second term U n 1 (t, x) is equal tô
for t, x ≥ 0. That holds because for
However, in the multiparameter setting, that equality does not hold, and thus, the second termÛ n 1 (t,x x x) in (4.4) cannot be written as such a simple form in (4.5). This decomposition for multiparameter sequential empirical processes is new, and it requires new methods to handle the convergence associated with the second term in the proof of Theorem 3.1 below.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We now start proving the weak convergence of the multiparameter sequential empirical processesÛ n (·, ·). We take the standard approach by proving that the finite dimensional distributions ofÛ n (·, ·) converge weakly to those of U (·, ·), and that the sequence of processes
DenoteÛ n (t) :=Û n (t, ·) and U (t) := U (t, ·) for t ∈ [0, ∞). As shown in Section 3.9 of [23] , in order to prove the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions ofÛ n (·, ·), it suffices to show that for any ∈ N and 0 ≤ t 1 < t 2 < ... < t ,
This follows directly from Theorem 1 in [54] . Thus, it only remains to prove that the sequence of processes
We first introduce the σ-fields
where N is the family of P -null sets and we recall e e e ∈ R K + with all components 1. Let G n := {G n t : t ≥ 0} and F := {F x x x : x x x ∈ [0, 1] K }. The definitions of G n and F with Lemma 4.2 imply that they are complete filtrations. Moreover, G n satisfies the usual conditions (increasing and right-continuous families of complete σ-fields, see, e.g., Definition 2.25 of Chapter 1 in [32] ). By (3.1), the sequence {Û n (t) : t ≥ 0} is adapted to the filtration G n . From (4.6), for each t ≥ 0, the sequence {Û , it suffices to show that, for each T > 0, there exists a family of {γ n (δ) : 0 < δ < 1, n ≥ 1} of nonnegative random variables satisfying
where γ n (δ) satisfies lim
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T and 0 ≤ u ≤ δ. By (3.1),Û n (t + u) −Û n (t) is independent of G n t . Thus, (4.9) is equivalent to
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T and 0 ≤ u ≤ δ. We will first give a bound to the left hand side (LHS) of (4.10). By the decomposition property in Lemma 4.5,
whereÛ n 0 (t,x x x) andÛ n 1 (t,x x x) are defined in (4.3) and (4.4), respectively. For the first term on the right hand side (RHS) of (4.11), by Jensen's inequality,
. By Lemma 4.5, we note that, for the fixed t and u,Û n 0 (t + u,x x x) −Û n 0 (t,x x x) is a martingale with respect to the filtration F. For the fixed t, sinceÛ n (t,x x x) is right continuous in
2 ] is right continuous in x x x for the fixed t and u. By the construction of the filtration and Definition 4.4, it is easy to check that F is commuting. Thus, by Cairoli's Strong (p, p) inequality in Lemma 4.1 and setting p = 2,
is a constant. By Lemma 4.3, we see that C 1 is finite. By (4.12), we have
We now consider the second term on the RHS of (4.11). Denote
Recall e e e is the vector in R K with all components 1. By Lemma 4.3, we see that the RHS of (4.14) is finite. Thus, sup x x x∈[0,1] K σ 2 x x x is finite, which implies sup x x x∈[0,1] K σ x x x is finite. By strong approximation of random walks by Brownian motion (see section 3.5 in [39] ), ∃ n 0 and c 1 , when n ≥ n 0 , we have
where B(t) is a standard Brownian motion. Denote c 2 := sup x x x∈[0,1] K σ x x x . Then, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , 0 ≤ u ≤ δ, and n ≥ n 0 ,
For n < n 0 , 0 ≤ t ≤ T and 0 ≤ u ≤ δ,
Thus, by (4.16) and (4.17), we have obtained an upper bound for the second term on the RHS of (4.11):
. From (4.11), (4.13) and (4.19), we see that
and lim
Thus, we have verified (4.7) and (4.8), and shown the weak convergence of {Û n : n ≥ 1}.
Proofs for the Characterization of the Limit Processes
In this section, we prove the Gaussian characterizations of the limiting processes, Theorem 3.4. We first introduce some notations. For a set J , let |J | be the cardinality of J . Let J This notion "∆" can be interpreted as the following: for a real-valued function Φ defined on R N , ∆Φ(x x x;y y y) represents the increment of Φ between x x x and y y y for each x x x,y y y ∈ R N satisfying x x x ≤ y y y. For N = 1, ∆Φ(x; y) = Φ(y) − Φ(x) for x ≤ y. For N = 2, ∆Φ(x x x;y y y) = Φ(y 1 , y 2 ) − Φ(x 1 , y 2 ) − Φ(x 2 , y 1 ) + Φ(x 1 , x 2 ) for x x x = (x 1 , x 2 ) ≤ y y y = (y 1 , y 2 ). In the following proofs, we will use ∆K(x x x;y y y) as defined in (5.1) for N = K + 1, and ∆F (x x x;y y y) as defined in (5.1) for N = K.
For k = 1, ..., K, defineK
where x x x ∈ R K + satisfies x k = y and x j = ∞ for j = k, j = 1, ..., K. Definê
where x x x ∈ R K + satisfies x k = y for k = 1, ..., K. We first provide the definitions of the processesM M M 2 in (3.18),Ẑ Z Z 2 in (3.24) andV 2 in (3.21). Definition 5.1. For k = 1, ..., K, the processesM k,2 in (3.18),V 2 in (3.21) andẐ k,2 in (3.24) are defined as mean-square integrals, i.e., for each t ≥ 0,
and The process (M M M 2 ,Ẑ Z Z 2 ,V 2 ) in (3.18), (3.24) and (3.21) is a well-defined continuous Gaussian process with mean 0 0 0, and covariance functions: for each t ≥ 0 and j, k = 1, ..., K,
is a well-defined continuous Gaussian process. By (3.18), (3.21) and (3.24) , it suffices to showM k,2 (·) andV 2 (·) are well-defined continuous Gaussian processes, k = 1, ..., K.
Recall Definition 5.1. The processesM k,2, (t) in (5.5) andV 2, (t) in (5.6) can be written aŝ
where x x x i ∈ R K with x i j = ∞ for j = k and x i k = t − s i , and y y y i ∈ R K with y i j = t − s i for 1 ≤ j ≤ K. To showM k,2 (·) andV 2 (·) are well-defined, k = 1, ..., K, we need to prove, for each t ≥ 0,
where we defineM k,2,l (t),V 2,l (t) and their associated partition {s (5.6) and the partition {s i : 0 ≤ i ≤ } of [0, t] in Definition 5.1 for each t ≥ 0, respectively. We focus on the details of showing (5.19), as a similar argument can be applied to the proof of (5.18) . Recall e e e ∈ R K with all entries 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that the partition {s i : 0 ≤ i ≤ } of [0, t] is finer than the partition {s We first claim that, for 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 , 0 ≤ x ≤ y and 0 ≤ x ≤ y , E ∆K ((ā(t 1 ), xe e e); (ā(t 2 ), ye e e)) 2 = (ā(t 2 ) −ā(t 1 ))(∆F (xe e e; ye e e))(1 − ∆F (xe e e; ye e e)), (5.21)
E ∆K((ā(t 1 ), xe e e); (ā(t 2 ), ye e e))∆K((ā(t 1 ), x e e e); (ā(t 2 ), y e e e)) = 0.
For conciseness, we only show (5.21) and (5.22) with K = 2. The case K > 2 can be easily generalized. Note that for 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 and 0 ≤ x ≤ y, x) ; (y, y)))(1 − ∆F ((x, x); (y, y))).
Thus, we have shown (5.21) and (5.22) . By these two equations and (5.20), we have
e e e; (t − s j )e e e))(1 − ∆F ((t − s . SinceK(·, ·) is Gaussian with mean 0, for a fixed t ≥ 0,M k,2, (t) andV 2, (t) are normally distributed with mean 0, k = 1, ..., K. By the definitions ofM k,2 (t) in (5.2) (respectively,V 2 (t) in (5.3)), M k,2, (t) (respectively,V 2, (t)) converges toM k,2 (t) (respectively,V 2 (t)) in probability as → ∞, for each t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K. Recall the fact that if a sequence of normally distributed random variables in probability converges to a random variable, the limit is also normally distributed (see Lemma 4.9.4 in [43] ). Thus,M k,2 (t) andV 2 (t) are normally distributed and their means are 0, for each t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K.
Next, we show thatM k,2 (t) andV 2 (t) are continuous in t, k = 1, ..., K. Again, we focus on the proof of the continuity ofV 2 (t). We assume that the same partition {s i : 0 ≤ i ≤ } of [0, t] is applied forV 2, (t) andV 2, (s) for 0 ≤ s ≤ t. By (5.17), we havê
where we note thatK(t, x) = 0 for t ≥ 0 and x ≤ 0. With (5.21) and (5.22), we obtain that 
(∆F ((s − u)e e e; (t − u)e e e))
× (1 − ∆F ((s − u)e e e; (t − u)e e e)) dā(u).
By the definition ofV 2 (t) in (5.3), and the fact thatV 2, (t) is normally distributed for each t ≥ 0, Lemma 4.9.4 of [43] implies
Thus, with (5.24) and (5.25), we see that
(∆F ((s − u)e e e; (t − u)e e e))(1 − ∆F ((s − u)e e e; (t − u)e e e)) dā(u).
From (5.26), we obtain thatV 2 (·) is continuous in probability. By Lemma 4.9.6 in [43] , to showV 2 (·) has continuous sample paths almost surely, it is sufficient to show, for any partition
By Markov inequality and (5.26), we note that
e e e; (s i − u)e e e))(1 − ∆F ((s i−1 − u)e e e; (s i − u)e e e)) dā(u)
e e e; (s i − u)e e e) dā(u)
The last inequality above follows from the fact that i=1 ∆F ((s i−1 − u)e e e; (s i − u)e e e) ≤ F m (t) ≤ 1. Thus, (5.27) holds, which implies thatV 2 (·) is a continuous process. A similar argument shows thatM k,2 (·) is also a continuous process, k = 1, ..., K. In summary, we have shown thatM k,2 (·) and V 2 (·) are well-defined continuous Gaussian processes, and thus, so areẐ k,2 (·), k = 1, ..., K. Now we show the covariance of (M M M 2 ,Ẑ Z Z 2 ,V 2 ). We here only focus on the covariance ofẐ j,2 (t) andẐ k,2 (t) in (5.11), as other covariance functions in (5.10) and (5.12)-(5.14) and the variance of V 2 (t) in (5.15) follow from a similar argument, for each t ≥ 0 and j, k = 1, ..., K. For a fixed t ≥ 0 and j, k = 1, ..., K, without loss of generality, we assume thatẐ j,2, (t) andẐ k,2, (t) have the same partition {s i : 1 ≤ i ≤ } for the interval [0, t]. First, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have, for t ≥ 0 and j, k = 1, ..., K,
Note that
By some simple calculations, if s i ≤ s l−1 and s l ≤ s i−1 ,
Thus,
By Lebesgue's theorem, we have 
Thus, (3.27) holds.
The Gaussian property ofŜ, and its mean and variance can be obtained similarly. The claim that lim t→∞ t −1 V ar(Ŝ(t)) = λc 2 a follows from a direct calculation whenā(t) = λt, t ≥ 0. The proof of this theorem is completed. n ) by the multiparameter sequential empirical processesK n . In §6.1, we show the tightness of the diffusion-scaled processes
We prove their convergence of the finite dimensional distributions in §6.2.
14) can be represented as: for each t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K,
5)
Mathematics of Operations Research 00(0), pp. 000-000, c 0000 INFORMŜ (6.9) and the integrals in (6.4)-(6.9) are defined as Stieltjes integrals for functions of bounded variation as integrators.
Proof. The representations of the processesX X X n ,Ŷ Y Y n andŜ n follow from equations (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), (3.14) and direct calculations.
Proof of Tightness
In this section, we will show the tightness of the sequence of diffusion-scaled processes in (3.15).
Lemma 6.2. The sequence of the processes
We provide two proofs for the lemma. The first proof is based on the representation of the processesX n k andŜ n with the two-parameter sequential empirical process for each k separately, as for G/GI/∞ queues in [37] . The second approach is based on the representation of the processes
n ) with the multiparameter sequential empirical processesK n . We state the proof of the first approach below, and the proof of the second approach in the Appendix B. We think that the techniques developed in the new approach will turn out to be useful to study fork-join networks with NES in the many-server heavy-traffic regimes (see, e.g., [44] ). Proof of Lemma 6.2. Since tightness on product spaces is equivalent to tightness on each of the component spaces (Theorem 11.6.7 of [69] ), we only need to show {X n k : n ≥ 1}, {Ŷ n k : n ≥ 1} and {Ŝ n : n ≥ 1} are tight separately for each k = 1, ..., K. As in [37] , we have the representations for X n k andŜ n , k = 1, ..., K, as follows:
are defined in (6.4) and (6.6), respectively, andK
Following the proof of [37] and [51] , we see thatX n k andŜ n weakly converge, as n → ∞, which implies that {X n k : n ≥ 1} and {Ŝ n : n ≥ 1} are tight,
we also obtain the tightness of {Ŷ n k : n ≥ 1} for k = 1, ..., K. This complete the proof of the lemma. 
As a prerequisite, we define the mapping χ : 12) where the mappings
14)
for x ∈ D and k = 1, ..., K. We now state the continuity property of the above mappings in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3. The mappings φ k defined in (6.13), ϕ k defined in (6.14), k = 1, ..., K, and ψ defined in (6.15) are all continuous in D, and the mapping χ(·) defined in (6.12) is continuous in
Proof. The proof for the continuity of φ k , ϕ k , k = 1, ..., K, and ψ is analogous to the proof of Lemma 9.1 in [51] , and we omit it here for brevity. By noting that we endow the maximum metric on the product space D 2K+1 , it is easy to see that the mapping χ is also continuous. From (6.4), (3.17), (6.8), (3.23), (6.6) and (3.20), we see thatM
, for t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K. By Assumption 1 and the continuity of the mapping χ (Lemma 6.3) as well as the continuous mapping theorem, we immediately obtain
Next, we will show the convergence of
. In order to achieve that, we first introduce some additional processes. For t ≥ 0, we divide the interval [0, t] by the sequence {s 
where 1 k,l,t (·, ·) and 1 m,l,t (·, ·) are defined in (5.8) and (5.9), respectively.M n k,2,l (t),Ẑ n k,2,l (t) and V n 2,l (t) are defined analogously asM n k,2,l (t),Z n k,2,l (t) andṼ n 2,l (t) withā(·) replaced byĀ n (·) in the above integrals respectively, for t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K. We setM
, c j ∈ R, and positive integers I k,1 , I k,2 and I 3 , where i = 1, ..., I k,1 , i = 1, ..., I k,2 , j = 1, ..., I 3 and k = 1, ..., K, with the weak convergence ofK n in (3.4), we see that, as n → ∞,
where we recallM k,2,l ,Ẑ k,2,l andV 2,l are defined in (5.5), (5.7) and (5.6), respectively, for k = 1, ..., K. By the Cramer-Wold theorem (see Theorem 3.9.5 in [21] ), we have
2 convergence implies convergence in probability. Thus,
Therefore, it suffices to show the following, for T > 0, > 0, 21) and, for t > 0 and > 0,
First, we focus on the proof of (6.21). Note that 
are defined in (6.10) and (6.11), respectively, k = 1, ..., K, and the integrals above are defined as Stieltjes integrals for functions of bounded variation. Following the proof of Lemma 11.1 in [51] , we obtain that (6.22) also holds. Thus, we have shown
By the continuous mapping theorem, we have
This completes the proof of this lemma.
Concluding Remarks
We have developed a new approach to study fork-join networks with NES when all service stations have infinitely many servers and the parallel tasks of each job have correlated service times. By representing the service processes, the waiting buffer dynamics for synchronization and the synchronized processes via a common sequential empirical process driven by the service vectors of parallel tasks of each job, we characterize the joint transient and stationary distributions of these processes as a multidimensional Gaussian distribution asymptotically when the arrival process satisfies an FCLT with a Brownian motion limit. We have assumed that the system starts from empty. It remains to study general initial conditions as in [37, 51, 2] . That requires tracking the status (in service or in the waiting buffer for synchronization) of each task of jobs initially in the system. This approach can be further developed to study fork-join networks with NES in the many-server regimes, for example, the recent development in the Halfin-Whitt regime in [44] , where non-empty initial condition is considered for K = 2. It remains open to investigate if our approach can be used to study scheduling and routing control problems in single class or multi-class models with potentially multiple processing stages. In our model, we have assumed that each job is forked into a fixed number of tasks. It may be interesting to study models in which each job is forked into a random number of tasks and/or the number of service stations is large.
Our results may be already useful to study many-server fork-join network models with NES. For example, the mean and covariance approximations in Theorem 3.4 can be regarded as approximations for the offered load processes in the corresponding many-server models, and thus, can be potentially used for staffing decisions to achieve certain service level constraints and/or stabilize delay probabilities for service and synchronization. It will be also interesting to investigate how these results can be applied in practical applications by conducting data-driven research, for example, hospital patient flows and MapReduce scheduling. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that K = 2. When K > 2, the proof can be easily generalized. If ζ ζ ζ i ≤ s s s, it is easily seen that
By the construction of the filtration F i , we have either B ∩ {ζ ζ ζ i s s s} = Ø or B ∩ {ζ ζ ζ i s s s} = {ζ ζ ζ i s s s}. In the former case, (A.2) holds evidently. We now consider the latter case. In this case, the LHS of (A.2) can be written as
Observe that
Thus, we obtain
Then we can see that equation (A.2) holds, and thus, N i − Λ i is a multiparameter martingale with the filtration F i . Therefore, Λ i is a compensator of N i . The final step is to show (4.1). Following the definitions of the multivariate integral and the increment in R K + (see (5.1)), by Lemma B.5, we obtain that
Then using the expression on the RHS, we can easily check that (4.1) holds under continuity assumption of H ζ . This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Since X (t t t) − Z (t t t) = i=1 (N i (t t t) − Λ i (t t t)), it suffices to show N i (t t t) − Λ i (t t t) is a multiparameter martingale relative to the filtration F X for i = 1, ..., . Observe that F i ∞ are mutually independent, i ∈ N. For s s s ≤ t t t, B i ∈ F i s s s and B = ∩ 1≤j≤ B j , we then have
is a multiparameter martingale relative to the filtration F X , t t t ∈ R K + . The claim that E[(Z (t t t)) 2 ] < ∞ for t t t ∈ R K + follows from (4.1). This completes the proof of this lemma.
Appendix B: The Second Approach to the Proof of Tightness in §6.1 In this section, we provide the second approach to the proof of tightness of the processes (
To show the tightness of {X n k : n ≥ 1}, it suffices to show the tightness of {M n k,1 : n ≥ 1} in (6.4) and {M n k,2 : n ≥ 1} in (6.5), for k = 1, ..., K. Similarly, the tightness of {Ŷ n k : n ≥ 1} (respectively, {Ŝ n : n ≥ 1}) follows from the tightness of {Ẑ n k,1 : n ≥ 1} in (6.8) and {Ẑ n k,2 : n ≥ 1} in (6.9) (respectively, {V n 1 : n ≥ 1} in (6.6) and {V (6.16) . Then, it remains to show the tightness of {M n k,2 : n ≥ 1} in (6.5), {Ẑ n k,2 : n ≥ 1} in (6.9) and {V n 2 : n ≥ 1} in (6.7), k = 1, ..., K. The proof follows from two steps. First, we give decompositions of these processes into two processes, based on a decomposition of the multiparameter sequential empirical processK n . Second, we establish the tightness of each decomposed process via an appropriate tightness criterion. In particular, one decomposed process is dealt with using Aldous' sufficient condition for tightness (see, e.g., Theorem 16.10 in [10] ) in Lemma B.3, and the second decomposed process is dealt with a sufficient condition for tightness (see, e.g., Lemma 3.32 of Chapter VI in [29] ) in Lemma B.4. We will first prove Lemma B.3, starting with some preliminary results below. Denotê
From Lemma 4.5, for t ≥ 0 and x x x ∈ R K + ,R n (t,x x x) can be written aŝ
Therefore, by (B.1), (6.5), (6.9) and (6.7), we can decomposeM
for t ≥ 0 and k = 1, ..., K, wherê
Therefore, for k = 1, ..., K, in order to show the tightness of {M n k,2 : n ≥ 1}, it is sufficient to show the tightness of {Ĝ n,1 k : n ≥ 1} and {Ĝ n,2 k : n ≥ 1}. Similarly, the tightness of {V n 2 : n ≥ 1} follows from the tightness of {Ĥ n,1 : n ≥ 1} and {Ĥ n,2 : n ≥ 1}. Then, by (B.11) and (B.12), the tightness of {Ẑ n k,2 : n ≥ 1} follows directly, k = 1, ..., K. For each k, we start by proving the tightness of {Ĝ n,1 k : n ≥ 1} and {Ĥ n,1 : n ≥ 1} in Lemma B.3, and then prove the tightness of {Ĝ n,2 k : n ≥ 1} and {Ĥ n,2 : n ≥ 1} in Lemma B.4.
We first present some preliminary results to prove Lemma B.3. Denote, for k = 1, ..., K and i ∈ N,
where we recall e e e is the K-dimensional vector with one for each component. By (B.7) and (B.11), we obtain thatĜ n,1
Lemma B.2. The processĤ n,1 := {Ĥ n,1 (t) : t ≥ 0} is an H n -square-integrable martingale.
Proof of Lemma B.2. From (B.14), it suffices to show that, for each i ∈ N, the process H n,1 i = {H is H n -adapted. Note that, for every t ≥ 0, 
(B.20)
e e e) and 1(0 0 0 ≤ η η η i ≤ (s − τ n i )e e e) are H n s -measurable, the first term on the RHS of (B.24) is
For the second term in (B.24), we claim that 
The verification of (B.28) is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [37] , and we omit the details for brevity. Thus, we can see (B.19) holds. In summary, the martingale property of H n,1 i
follows from (B .18) and (B.19) . Now, we can prove the tightness of {Ĝ n,1 k : n ≥ 1}, k = 1, ..., K, and {Ĥ n,1 : n ≥ 1}.
Lemma B.3. The sequences {Ĝ n,1 k : n ≥ 1}, k = 1, ..., K, and {Ĥ n,1 : n ≥ 1} are tight in D.
Proof of Lemma B.3. We only show the tightness of {Ĥ n,1 : n ≥ 1} in detail. The proof for the tightness for the sequence {Ĝ n,1 k : n ≥ 1}, k = 1, ..., K, is similar. By Aldous' sufficient condition for tightness (see, e.g., Theorem 16.10 in [10] ), we need to verify the following: for L > 0 and > 0,
where C n L is the set of all H n -stopping times bounded by L. Since the proofs of (B.29) and (B.30) are analogous, we only check (B.30) here. Note that, for κ > 0 and δ < 1, 
By Lemma B.2 and the independence of η η η i and η η η j for i = j, we have
Mathematics of Operations Research 00(0), pp. 000-000, c 0000 INFORMS Proof of Lemma B.4. Since the proof for the tightness of {Ĝ n,2 k : n ≥ 1} for k = 1, ..., K is analogous to that of {Ĥ n,2 : n ≥ 1}, we will focus on the tightness proof of {Ĥ n,2 : n ≥ 1} in detail. DenoteT
(1(η η η i ≥ x x x) − F (T x x x )), t ≥ 0, x x x ∈ R 2 + .
By the definition ofĤ n,2 in (B.10), we could rewrite it aŝ H n,2 (t) = R K + T n min 1≤j≤KĀ n (t − x j ),x x x 1(x j ≤ t, ∀j)(F (T x x x )) −1 F (dx x x).
For each > 0 and t ≥ 0, we can decomposeĤ n,2 aŝ n (t − x j ),x x x 1(x j ≤ t, ∀j)1(F (T x x x ) < )(F (T x x x )) −1 F (dx x x).
To show {Ĥ n,2 : n ≥ 1} is tight, it suffices to prove that the following two conditions hold (see Lemma 3.32 of Chapter VI in [29] ): for each δ > 0 and T > 0, 1. {Ĥ n,2, 1 : n ≥ 1} is tight, 2. lim We start by verifying condition 1. Note thatĤ n,2, 1 is the integral representation ofT n (Ā n (·), ·). If we can show the weak convergence ofT n (Ā n (·), ·) and the mapping defined by this integral representation is continuous in D, condition 1 will follow from the continuous mapping theorem. We first show the weak convergence ofT n (·, ·). Note that the processT n (·, ·) is similar to the multiparameter sequential empirical processK n (·, ·) defined in (3.3), which focuses on the lower tail of the random vector. If we can representT n (·, ·) in terms of the multiparameter sequential empirical processK n (·, ·), the weak convergence ofT n (·, ·) follows. The following lemma is a key observation to establish the relationship betweenT n (·, ·) andK n (·, ·). Therefore, (B.38) holds for K = N + 1. In summary, we see that (B.38) holds.
By Lemma B.5,T n (·, ·) can be represented by the multiparameter sequential empirical processes driven by the vector and the subvector of the parallel service times. Following the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show the weak convergence ofT n (·, ·). Then, we state the result in Lemma B.6 and omit the proof for brevity. Cov T (t,x x x),T (s,y y y) = (t ∧ s)(F (T x x x∨y y y ) − F (T x x x )F (T y y y )), t ≥ 0, x x x,y y y ∈ R K + .
With the weak convergence ofT n (·, ·), the next step is to establish the weak convergence of T n (Ā n (·), ·). Define the composition mapping : n ≥ 1} weak converges from the continuous mapping theorem, implying that {Ĥ n,2, 1 : n ≥ 1} is tight in D. Therefore, condition 1 is verified. Now, we start to prove that condition 2 holds. Note that, for any δ > 0, T > 0 and κ > 0,
n (t − x j ),x x x)1(x j ≤ t, ∀j)1(F (T x x x ) < )(F (T x x x )) −1 F (dx x x) > δ
n (t − x j ),x x x)1(x j ≤ t, ∀j)1(F (T x x x ) < )(F (T x x x )) −1 F (dx x x) > δ, A n (T ) ≤ κT + P Ā n (T ) > κT
t≤κT |T n (t,x x x)|F (dx x x) > δ + P Ā n (T ) > κT . Notice that, for any fixed x x x ∈ R K + , {T n (t,x x x) : t ≥ 0} is a locally square-integrable martingale with respect to the filtration generated by itself, and it has the predictable quadratic-variation process (see Chapter 3 in [29] ), T n (·,x x x) (t) = nt n F (T x x x )(1 − F (T x x x )). By Theorem 1.9.5 in [43] , we have E sup t≤κT |T n (t,x x x)| ≤ 3E( T n (·,x x x) (κT )) 
